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During the awards ceremony, Paul Finch
- President of the Jury for this edition of
the Archizinc Trophy - did us the honour
of praising the quality of the competition,
pointing to the fact that few industrials today single-handedly drive such architecture
prizes. The enthusiastic reception for our
initiative and the resulting magazine remains steadfast, even after eight editions.

editorial

Having received almost 110 submissions
from 18 different countries, this Archizinc
Trophy showcases 14 architectural designs.
Large-scale projects, organic forms, traditional expressions, use of made-to-order
VMZINC® solutions: the winning projects
illustrate a variety of styles, scales, building
typologies and the undeniable architectural creativity of the winners.
Apart from his congratulations, Paul’s
words are a great reward for our sales
teams and the efforts that have been made
for more than twenty years to promote architecture and forge close links with the
profession.
Professionals who will soon discover the
EPDM waterproof membrane offer for
flat roofs, which complements VMZINC®
systems within the new VM Building
Solutions® entity. Two offers for building
envelopes that will no doubt soon illustrate
a new issue of this magazine.
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INDIVIDUAL
HOUSING
01 House in Le Bouscat - majolice - Atelier d'architecture
02 House in Haasdonk - ARCHITECTENSTUDIO / arQ
03 House in Valle de Egüés - MLMR ARQUICTECTOS
04 House in Aartrijke - ATELIER TOM VANHEE
05 House in Bochum - VERVOORTS & SCHINDLER ARCHITEKTEN
06 Port Melbourne House - Pandolfini Architects
07 House in Aldeburgh - MOLE ARCHITECTS
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majolice

Atelier d’architecture
Marie-Alice Casagrande
INDIVIDUAL HOUSING

WINNER

06

Private house, Le Bouscat / France
Aspects: anthra-Zinc® / QUARTZ-ZINC® - 157 m2
Contractor: Moriceau
Techniques: Adeka®, VMZINC® Standing seam,
VMZINC® Interlocking panel

TIMELESS AND

CONTEMPORARY
On the outskirts of Bordeaux, this recent
renovation looks like it has been here forever.
The town of Le Bouscat is now part of the Greater Bordeaux Area. Although
it is very close to the historic centre of the world's wine capital, it still has the
character of a small town, with a high level of individual housing. One such dwelling charmed a lawyer, who finally decided to purchase the house she passed by
everyday on the way to her office. Simple and unpretentious, this early-19th century construction features a characteristic that may seem common, but that is
particularly attractive in the local context: it is positioned at the back of the plot,
departing from the typology of the traditional Bordeaux “échoppes” - terraced
houses with no front gardens, which make up the majority of individual housing
in Bordeaux.
Marie-Alice Casagrande, a young architect from the Majolice architecture firm,
designed the renovation project. The ambitious programme required the existing
surface area to be increased. As the development had to be contained within
the existing building at the back of the plot, the architect created a new volume
aligned with the street, to house the new activities requested by her client: art
gallery, Guest room, sports room and garage. The addition of this zinc volume
strengthens the singularity of the existing house, which is now invisible from the
street, and is only revealed upon going through the new building.
Bordeaux, a mineral city, owes its character to the use of limestone, which was also
used to build the house. Marie-Alice Casagrande wanted to highlight her work
using zinc, a material that is also common in the Aquitaine region. She applied it
in a contemporary manner, in cladding and roofing. The new veranda was covered
with QUARTZ-ZINC®. On the street side, ADEKA® shingles in ANTHRA-ZINC® clad
a large, square, abstract volume asserting the contemporary aspect of this project.
The shape of the ADEKA® reinterprets the motifs of slate often used on the gables
of facades, creating a link with the context. Despite strongly contrasting materials,
the design of the various elements is timeless and leads one to think that the building has always occupied the bottom of this street.
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“The architect's work makes the street
more interesting”

juRy

Photo copyrights: Paul Kozlowski, majolice
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Pandolfini Architects
Dominic Pandolfini

INDIVIDUAL HOUSING

MENTION

10

Port Melbourne House, Melbourne / Australia
Aspect: ANTHRA-ZINC® - 57 m2
Contractor: PSR Roofing
Technique: VMZINC® Flat lock panel

Photo copyrights: Rory Gardiner
drawing: Pandolfini Architects

FURTIVE

GROWTH
An inconspicuous extension triples the surface
of a historic house in Melbourne.
Whenever possible, architects live in spaces they design.
Now the name of Dominic Pandolfini can be added to
the list that includes Le Corbusier, Berhens and Prouvé,
who all lived in places they designed for themselves. This
Australian architect earned the recognition of his peers
thanks to several collective and individual housing projects in urban contexts in the state of Victoria. As with his
previous work, the Port Melbourne project features an
existing construction with strong historical value, located
in a sought-after suburb. The district, a suburban area
that became part of Melbourne in 1994, has numerous
Victorian houses with an easily identifiable style: built in
timber, they stand slightly back from the street, protected
by canopies often adorned with decorative ironwork.
Featuring a single, ground-floor level and a small length
of facade, the house rehabilitated by Dominic Pandolfini
applies a modest version of this typology.
The architect wanted a “simple, timeless, resilient”
house. The authorities required that the existing building
be preserved. So the original house was restored. Making the most of a long, narrow plot, Pandolfini tripled
the existing surface while making the extension invisible
from the street. Despite the constraints generated by the
elongated geometry of the plot, the architect created
spacious rooms with an almost theatrical dimension. The
new sections end with a large window that attracts the
visitor's eye. Playing with levels, the architect added a
bedroom upstairs, a volume articulated by a full width
skylight that illuminates the living room below.
The extension is clad entirely in ANTHRA-ZINC®, which
gives off bluish reflections in the sunlight. Zinc met
several requirements in the specifications. The architect wanted a timeless material, sufficiently flexible to
clad the slopes of the roofing and facilitating work on
numerous flashings. He also wanted a material that
would be resilient, as the ocean is practically at the end
of the street. Sometimes used inside the house, the zinc
blends harmoniously with the wood, stone and metal
featuring in the interior decoration, which is strikingly
refined and subtle.
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COLLECTIVE
HOUSING
01 Ilôt Casanova residence - GROUPE-6
02 Student residence - ATELIER A
03 Residence in Hamburg - SNAP ARCHITEKTEN
04 S ocial housing - Gabriel Verd Gallego AND Simone Solinas
05 Shelter in Guardat de L'illa - ARKETS ARQUITECTURA
06 Elsdale street collective housing - gpad london ltd
07 Parisian building - VAZISTAS & FAY Architecte
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VAZISTAS & FAY ARCHITECTE

Julien Graves and Kristina Hellhake architectes
Jean-Nicolas Fay Architecte
COLLECTIVE HOUSING

WINNER

14

Restructuring and roof extension
building, Paris / France
Aspect: White lacquered zinc - 252 m2
Contractor: GUIBERT RAYNALD PAUL
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

IN THE WHITE
CITY

A building from the Parisian faubourgs
gets a total makeover with a mantle of white.
The traditional old faubourgs of Paris, built in municipalities that were annexed in
1860, look very different to the Haussmann-style neighbourhoods of Paris. Their
old buildings, mainly built for a working class population, do not have the same
flamboyant style of those that line the avenue de l’Opera. Down through the years,
they were joined by constructions of all types, each period leaving its mark to form
a picturesque whole. The operation led by the Vazistas and Fay architecture firms
was designed to blend with the diverse context. It features an early 20th century
building and a brick church from the same period, built in the Neo-Byzantine style.
The building only has three upper floors, unlike the usual density characterising
social housing. This did not prevent Élogie-Siemp, a provider of social housing in
Paris designated for this operation, from retaining and transforming it, daringly
opting to prioritise space over rental returns. After renovation, its housing capacity
decreased from 16 to 8 units.
The architects designed versatile apartments, which can be adapted to suit various
types of occupations. They replaced the elements that are characteristic of this
type of building, such as the shutters and exterior joinery, with identical elements.
Insulated internally at the request of the architect from the French architectural review board, the building was clad with a traditional white lime plaster. The work of
the architects is most visible on the roof. To meet the demand of the developer and
convert the attic space, the architects removed the old timber and tile roofing and
replaced it with a zinc roof, installed on a timber and metal substructure. With its
steep incline overlooking the street, the new roofing reinterprets the zinc mansard
of traditional Parisian attics, providing a more lightweight alternative for the existing structure. The latter is also more compatible with the subsoil, which is riddled
with quarries. The use of white lacquered zinc creates a subtle ambiguity between
the converted attic level and the three floors below it. Vertically aligned with the
windows on the three lower floors, the attic windows have varying heights, and
one of them is turned 90° at the corner of the roof, providing a view over the
boulevards of Paris. A contrast that reveals the contemporary aspect of this project,
discreetly retaining the traces of a bygone period.
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“A subtle project, reinterpreting
traditional Parisian architecture
with a discreet, modern
expression.”

JURY

Photo copyrights: Agnès Clotis
Drawing: VAZISTAS & FAY ARCHITECTE
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GABRIEL VERD GALLEGO
AND SIMONE SOLINAS
COLLECTIVE HOUSING

MENTION

18

Social housing, Mairena del Aljarafe,
Seville / Spain
Aspects: Natural zinc, QUARTZ-ZINC®,
ANTHRA-ZINC®, PIGMENTO® Blue, Red
and Green - 1,032 m2
Techniques : VMZINC® Sine wave profile,
VMZINC® Perforated sine wave profile

Photo copyrights: Roland HAlbe

FROM BLOCK
to patio

The project sculpts the volumes out of a block
of housing, breaking with the monolithism
suggested by urban regulations.
Located 9 km to the south-west of Seville, Mairena de
Aljarafe has grown from a village to a small city, with its
population increasing from 3,000 to 45,471 between
1970 and 2017. Given this rise in density, urban planning
in the town resulted in the construction of collective housing blocks. The 46-unit development delivered by Gabriel
Verd and Simone Solinas, did not escape these obligations.
The architects circumvented the rules, and made this the
basis of a project pursuing bioclimatic goals. The closed
programme became an open, ventilated block, regulating
solar gains according to the season. Terraces to the south,
narrow openings to the north and detached blocks are
organised according to exposure to the sun. All the units
have dual aspects: the parts that are south/south-east
facing are filled with natural light around midday, and
house living rooms and kitchens. A balcony, designed
to serve as a sun screen, provides shade in summer and
allows natural light in during winter. The architects placed
the bedrooms in the north-facing parts of the building,
which have fewer openings.
Retail units at ground level overlook the street and operate
independently of the housing units, the majority of which
overlook a patio reminiscent of the Arabo-Andalusian architecture in the old part of Seville. This patio is treated as
a major space, not as a service courtyard. Corrugated zinc
profiles preweathered in various shades adorn its walls.
Opaque on the ground floor, they are micro-perforated
on the upper floors, forming a “jalousie” in front of the
stairs and kitchens. Vertically installed VMZINC® Sine wave
profiles are also used to clad the large window jambs,
providing a touch of colour on the white plaster facades.
Although the architects opted for materials requiring the
least maintenance, the zinc surfaces evoke the atmosphere of the olive trees that covered this agricultural site
just a half a century ago. The reflection of the sun on
these olive-coloured strips creates an atmosphere filled
with a unique natural light.
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gpad london ltd
Charles Bettes

COLLECTIVE HOUSING

MENTION

20

Elsdale Street Collective Housing,
London / United Kingdom
Aspect: ANTHRA-ZINC® - 439 m2
Contractor: Metal roof
Techniques: VMZINC® Sine wave profile,
perforated zinc

Photo copyrights:
Paul Kozlowski

A COSMOPOLITAN
LOOK

In an increasingly vibrant area of London,
a corrugated zinc skin unambiguously identifies
the vertical extension of a 1920s building.
Hackney, a long-neglected borough in the east of Greater London, became a
trendy destination in the city with the 2012 Olympics. The municipality of Hackney
forecasts that its population will reach 260,000 by 2025, compared to 220,000
in 2008. This growth is being coordinated by a local development framework,
intended to retain the diverse nature of the locality.
The Elsdale Street project applied a densification strategy defined by the local authorities. It focused on the vertical extension of an Art Deco building constructed in
the inter-war period on a plot bordered by two streets: a lane and a busier street.
The architects at gpad placed two new floors accommodating eight apartments on
top of this two-storey building. The project forms a mixed-use building retaining
the medical practice originally housed in the building.
With its vertical extension, the building looks a little like the Flat Iron Building or
the School of Paris style apartment buildings of the 1920s, appearing no longer as
a suburban dwelling but claiming its place in the big city. It enhances the corner,
magnifying continuities in the urban fabric that were not previously perceptible.
The connection between the lane and the street is strengthened by the use of
ANTHRA-ZINC® corrugated cladding, installed horizontally on the curved sections
of the building. The corrugated lines prolong the horizontal joints of the brickwork.
This stacking of layers is enhanced with a play on the depth of the volume: balconies, loggias and vertical circulation in the staircase are covered in yellow, and
remain visible through the corrugated zinc, which is perforated in places.
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PUBLIC
BUILDINGS
01 Abbey - ENIA ARCHITECTES
02 Training centre - RUHA ARCHITECTS
03 Medisch Spectrum Twente Hospital - IAA Architecten
04 Harley Museum - HUGH BROUGHTON ARCHITECTS
05 Care center - KETTLE COLLECTIVE
06 Convention Centre - TETRARC
07 Chapel - Plano Humano Arquitectos
08 Archaelogical centre - KÖKDIL FEVZIYE
09 CINBIO University - Alfonso Carlos Penela Fernandez
10 King Edward VI School - MORSE WEBB ARCHITECTS
11 Sanbaopeng Art Museum - DL ATELIER
12 Cultural hub - AGENCE METAPHORE
13 N
 ational Building Conservation Centre - HES
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TETRARC Architectes
Michel Bertreux, Daniel Caud
and Rémi Tymen
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

WINNER

24

Haute Saintonge Convention Centre,
Jonzac / France
Aspect: ANTHRA-ZINC® - 2,040 m2
Contractor: SARL Alain COUTANT
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

A NEW centre

A mysterious black vessel, the new
convention centre in Jonzac conceals
a symphony of materials beneath a zinc skin.
The town of Jonzac rotates in the orbit of several cities: La Rochelle, Angoulême
or Bordeaux. This geographic situation led to Jonzac becoming a sub-prefecture,
an administrative ranking that is quite unusual for a town of just 3,500 inhabitants. This status no doubt explains the vibrancy of this municipality, which in 2010
constructed a major water park, with a name evoking the Caribbean Sea: “Antilles
de Jonzac” - the West Indies of Jonzac. This facility was enhanced in 2017 with
a convention centre for the entire Haute Saintonge region, the territory in which
Jonzac is located.

The convention centre was designed to extend the dynamic of the Charente
West Indies. TETRARC, a Nantes-based architecture firm, met this requirement by
playing on contrasts. The “West Indies” are recognisable by the curves of their
white canvas roof. 300 metres away, the rhomboid-shaped convention centre,
clad in ANTHRA-ZINC®, seems like a strange vessel. Monolithic and singular, the
building is somewhat reminiscent of another project by TETRARC, La Paloma, near
Nimes, another vessel covered in PIGMENTO® red zinc. For these comparable programmes, similar in size and layout, the architects developed a typology that they
adapt to suit the location. The convention centre in Jonzac is a world unto itself, a
ship one boards rather than visits, with a large horizontal window, similar to those
in the control room of science-fiction vessels, reveals a panoramic view. The circulation structures open up trajectories in interior walkways leading to rooms where
futurism consists of unexpectedly re-using old materials - in the main auditorium for
example, where rattan is used as cladding; the latter, combined with plaster, gives
interesting sound reflection properties to the auditorium walls.
Despite resembling a vessel, the centre is firmly rooted in the ground and in its territory. Its black zinc skin wraps around the triangular facets that adjust the volume
to the slopes of the site and create its identity.
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“A coherent contemporary
object in both its form and
its integration into the
surrounding landscape.”

JURY

Photo copyrights: Charly Broyez, CDCHS Véronique Sabadel, AREA & Tetrarc
drawing: TETRARC Architectes
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Plano Humano Arquitectos
Pedro Ferreira
and Helena Lucas Vieira
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

MENTION
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Nossa Senhora de Fátima Chapel,
Idanha-a-Nova / Portugal
Aspect: ANTHRA-ZINC® - 210 m2
Contractor: CZC Coberturas de zinco e cobre
Client: Corpo Nacional de Escutas - Escutismo
Católico Português
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

Photo copyrights:
João Morgado

COMMUNION WITH
nature

Two zinc slopes for a country chapel: when
the simplicity of the architecture conceals
a sophisticated minimalism.
Two slopes and nothing more. That's how one could sum up this chapel dedicated to
Our Lady of Fátima in the north of Portugal. Built for a jamboree bringing together
22,000 members of the Portuguese scout movement, it culminates on a high point
of the site, enabling a panoramic view of the surrounding countryside to be enjoyed.
Its lightweight and rudimentary appearance evokes camps and outdoor nomadic life,
as experienced by young scouts inspired by Baden-Powell.
With its gable roof, the chapel seems like a tent with its doors permanently open. An
expression of the wish to be welcoming, strengthened by the design of the roof, the
ridge of which protrudes towards visitors to shelter and protect them. When small
numbers of scouts come here, they take up position under the roof that can host
up to 70 people. For larger gatherings, the chapel turns into an altar. In these cases,
the congregation sits on benches in the exterior space, leaving the celebrant facing
the landscape. The Plano Humano architecture firm, in charge of the project, based
its design on several symbolic elements. Each slope of the roof has twelve rafters,
echoing the number of Christ's apostles. The detachment from the ground of the
two box gutters creates an impression combining lightness and spirituality.
Wood, the basic material used in scouts' constructions, was an obvious choice for the
structure, which is enhanced by zinc, a material that is both flexible and durable. The
architects chose ANTHRA-ZINC®, which creates a strong contrast with the interior
of the building. At nightfall, the black surfaces vanish and melt into the darkness.
Projectors are intentionally located in the structure, concentrating the lighting on the
under-sides of the roof, avoiding any light pollution for those who wish to gaze up at
the stars. With this minimalist project, the architects at Plano Humano demonstrate
how richness and subtlety can settle in apparently modest constructions.
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IAA Architecten

Harry Abels, Marta Lachowska, Rick Bruggink,
Michelle Booltink, Marc Wools, Jan Veldscholte
and Stefan Bonnes
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

MENTION
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Medisch Spectrum Twente Hospital,
Oldenzaal / The Netherlands
Aspect: PIGMENTO® Brown - 745 m2
Contractor: Boumetaal Tubbergen
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

Photo copyrights:
Hennie Raaymakers

SURGICAL BLOCK

Hospital developments are constantly growing
and evolving. The most recent extension of the
Oldenzaal hospital reunites disparate elements
to create a functional whole.
The Medisch Spectrum Twente in Oldenzaal perfectly sums up the logic underlying
the design of medical healthcare buildings. Founded in 1895 by the Franciscan
Sisters, the establishment moved into a building of Neo-Gothic inspiration, where
it has remained to this day. This building was regularly extended (in 1930, 1959,
1979 and 1992). What was originally an isolated construction became the main
body of the building, the central element of a collage mixing several periods of the
history of architecture, from Neo-Historicism to the functional Modernism of the
1960s.

The most recent change to the building, the result of a project by the architects at
IAA Architecten, was inaugurated in 2017. A decrease in the number of inpatients
changed the purpose of the establishment, which became specialised in outpatient
medicine, focusing on short stays or treatment requiring no hospital stays at all.
The IAA Architecten architecture firm led this significant project, restructuring an
occupied site. This new configuration required the destruction of the inpatient
wing, which was no longer in use. The historic buildings were restored and all the
exterior areas were redesigned. The car park was placed further away from the
building, nearer the street. The most significant part of the architects' work was
the building clad in PIGMENTO® brown, erected on part of the former inpatient
wing. Its height is in line with that of the existing buildings. The construction of
this block made it possible to completely reorganise the hospital's reception area
and circulation structures, by giving it a new, clearly identifiable entrance, which
opens onto a spacious atrium that becomes the main square of the establishment.
The natural light in this space is surprising, as the extension looks almost opaque
from the outside. Apart from the overhead skylights, the atrium gets its views and
natural light through long horizontal windows, the lines of which are blurred by
long vertical zinc profiles. Intermingling with the veranda, the brickwork and the
modernist openings, this facade system creates an elegant concentrate of all the
establishment's architectural styles, and prepares it for its new departure.
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COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS
01 Farmville - AND-RÉ
02 Creagora multi-purpose Centre - ATELIER 4D & Ad’A
03 Regional blood donation centre - ARX ARQUITECTOS
04 San Marino Bank - STUDIO ARCHINOW
05 Offices in Bergamo - ALBERTO BERTASA
06 Palladium Shopping Mall - Urban Studio
07 Radiotherapy centre - BJORN HOFFMANN
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ARX Arquitectos

José Mateus and Nuno Mateus

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
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Regional blood donation centre,
Coimbra / Portugal
Aspect: QUARTZ-ZINC® - 3,300 m2
Contractor: ASA - A. Sousa Alves Revestimentos
de zinco e cobre
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

GUIDED

by nature
Equipped with the most modern high tech
material, this blood treatment centre blends
seamlessy into the surrounding woods.
In Portugal, the blood donation network was reorganised around four regional
hubs. The ARX architecture firm designed two donation centres: one in Porto and
one in Coimbra, a small city in the centre of the country. The new modern building houses services and laboratories formerly located in confined premises in the
city's hospital.
The centre occupies a large wooded plot. Despite the presence of numerous constructions in the surrounding area, the prevailing impression is that of being in the
middle of the countryside. The centre appears like a natural element through the
trees, its plan blending with the contours of the landscape. No roof, no facade,
just an elongated volume with rounded corners, clad with QUARTZ-ZINC®, which
makes it look like a large bark or a rock. Some visitors have compared it to a large
snake, with its elongated form and skin of scales, punctuated by the rhythm of
the horizontal and vertical standing seams.
A glass facade awaits at the gable. The building's recessed and overlap openings are horizontally aligned with the zinc strips, conspicuously departing from
the urban window typology and its logical sequencing. An element conveying
the building's quest for “nature”, which guided the architects throughout the
project. Inside the building, these openings provide beautiful panoramic views of
the forest.
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Photo copyrights: FERNANDO GUERRA | FG+SG
drawing: ARX Arquitectos

“Thanks to an organic form clad
in zinc, this building merges with nature.
An unexpected expression for a programme
of this type.”

JURY
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And-Ré

Bruno André and Francisco Salgado Ré

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
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Farmville, Paredes / Portugal
Aspect: QUARTZ-ZINC® - 4,000 m2
Contractor: ASA - A. Sousa Alves Revestimentos
de zinco e cobre
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

Photo copyrights:
RICARDO OLIVEIRA ALVES
ARCHITECTURAL PHOTOGRAPHY

CONTINUOUS

DEVELOPMENT
Behind a simple appearance,
a cross-over between the worlds
of design and agriculture, to sow
the seeds of tomorrow's economy.
Farmville: the name of this project by the AND-RÉ architecture firm will sound familiar to many. It is the name
of an application allowing its 82 million users to experience the joys of farming on a daily basis. The architects
used this as an emblem, because the local agricultural
cooperative is a stakeholder in this programme, which
invited the designers to rediscover the countryside. The
town and the cooperative launched the initiative for
this incubator grouping together an organic market,
offices, artists' residences and a manufacturing workshop. Farmville clearly expresses the determination of
Paredes to be a town with a focus on creative design and
become a hub in this regard. The operation is at the core
of a strategy for the promotion and support of creative
enterprise. The buildings had to reflect this ambition.
AND-RÉ, a young architecture firm based in Porto, won
the competition with a project evoking the rural heritage
of the palheiros and espigueiros - stables and granaries
that are emblematic of Portuguese vernacular architecture. These references are legible in the four volumes
with double-sloped roofs that give this development its
identity.
AND-RÉ not only revisited a traditional style of architecture: it adapted this to contemporary realities undergoing
rapid changes. The zinc volumes become the shared roof,
the shell whose evanescent appearance is a starting point.
Beneath the roofs, everything can be changed without
the overall form or the neighbourhood being affected.
A clever strategy that will perhaps inspire the creators
of Farmville, constantly struggling to meet the challenges
of growth and adaptation!
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Urban Studio
Nath Pronit
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Palladium Shopping Mall,
Chennai / India
Aspects: ANTHRA-ZINC®,
PIGMENTO® Brown - 2,200 m2
Contractor: Facaade
Technique: Customised zinc panel

Photo copyrights:
Midhun Madhav
drawing: Urban Studio

A SINGULAR
SKIN

Today, trade must surprise to attract.
The Palladium Mall in Chennai achieves
this with its tridimensional skin, evoking
a luxury jewellery box.
Shopping malls symbolise economic growth in contemporary India. While the country had just 3 shopping
malls in 2001, according to Asipac Consulting, there
were 570 malls in India in 2013. This “mall-mania” is
present in all large Indian cities: 34 new shopping malls
will be inaugurated by 2020. Although they have not
replaced the Kirina Shop, a sort of general grocery store
providing supplies for the majority of the population,
shopping malls embody a western lifestyle, and a form
of modernity. People go there to shop, meet each other
and enjoy themselves.
After Mumbai, the promoter Phoenix Mill has just inaugurated a shopping mall in Chennai, the fifth largest city
in the country. Under the Palladium banner, 70 brands
are gathered in a place that provides a luxury goods
shopping experience. The architects at Urban Studio
treated the volume of the mall like a jewellery box clad in
PIGMENTO® brown zinc, to express the exceptional
nature of the programme. It was not just a question of
colour, there was also the issue of ornamentality. Several
solutions were envisaged to create a vibrant skin: madeto-measure cassette-type or pre-formed shingles, rhomboid shingles, etc. In the end, the architects and the client
opted for an unusual solution: installation of a customised
folded cassette to add three-dimensional volumes.
Five different modules were necessary to re-create an effect that evokes the facade of the Palazzo dei Diamanti
in Ferrara. The height of the relief on each type of module varies to adapt to the various parts of the facade,
divided into three cases: flat parts, curved “transition”
parts requiring three different modules and main parts,
without any overhanging coping. An innovative solution
demonstrating the creativity and openness of a market
which, despite its widespread use of metal, discovered
zinc only very recently.
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03

special
award
01 N
 ational Building Conservation Centre - HES
02 Kennedy Town Swimming Pool - Farrells
03 Tua Valley Interpretive Centre - ROSMANINHO + AZEVEDO - ARQUITECTOS
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HES

Ruth Vaughan

SUSTAINABLE BUILDING

winner
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The Engine Shed: National Building
Conservation Centre, Stirling / Scotland
Aspect: ANTHRA-ZINC® PLUS - 1,210 m2
Contractor: HL Metals
Techniques: VMZINC® Standing seam,
VMZINC® Flat lock panel, VMZINC® Composite

ACTIVE HERITAGE

An adaption / new build project to transform
a derelict Engine Shed.
At the heart of this project was a derelict Engine Shed, located in the Forthside
area of Stirling. Forthside was formerly a 40 acre site acquired by the Military
in the 1880’s. Since the closure of the army base and the sale of the site in
the 1990’s the buildings that originally surrounded the Engine Shed have been
cleared, with some of the key buildings, including the Engine Shed retained. This
has created the opportunity for development and Forthside is now zoned as an
important regeneration area within Stirling. It is hoped that the adaption of the
derelict Engine Shed would act as a catalyst for further re-development in the
Forthside area and there is already evidence that this is the case.
The Engine Shed is now the home of the National Building Conservation Centre
which provides a research and education hub for Scotland’s Built Heritage, with a
strong focus on digital media and 3D visualisation.
The Architect from Historic Environment Scotland (HES) was strongly influenced
in her approach by techniques used in Victorian railway architecture. To achieve
the required floor area, new sheds were built to the east and west of the Engine
Shed. This approach was commonly used in historic railway architecture, where
a shed was designed and then simply repeated until the required amount of accommodation was achieved. The massing of the new sheds was generated by
employing another technique used to deal with irregular railway site footprints,
by placing a simple vernacular form on the site footprint and allowing the edges
of site to slice though the building mass. Lastly to achieve the Architect’s aim to
retain the Engine Shed as a single volume, the 4K 3D auditorium and reception
facility are housed in roofed pods that sit on the floor of the sheds, an approach
that is still evident at Central Station, Glasgow. Traditional railway sheds were
industrial buildings but there was a definite attempt to produce designs that were
simple and elegant, the Architect had the same goal in mind when designing the
Engine Shed.
The new sheds are designed to showcase the contemporary use of traditional and
ecological materials including zinc, timber, clay plaster and sheep’s wool insulation. Re-used timber clads the auditorium and reception pods and as many of
the materials as possible are self-finished; there is a minimal amount of applied
finishes to aid with end of life recycling of materials. Several installation techniques were used for the zinc; standing seam on the roofs and flat lock panel on
the facades, this gave the Architect to the flexibility to emulate the cladding of
historic engine sheds where the metal cladding on the roof swept seamlessly into
the wall cladding.
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“Great coherency in the
extensions, prolonging a historic
building using contemporary
expression.”

juRy

Photo copyrights: Paul Kozlowski
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Farrells
Patrick Yue

INTERNET USERS AWARD

winner
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Kennedy Town Swimming Pool,
Hong Kong / China
Aspect: QUARTZ-ZINC® - 9,000 m2
Contractor: Buildtrade Construction Services
Technique: VMZINC® Standing seam

A COCOON

IN THE CITY
A singular form asserts the public vocation
of this building, constructed on a narrow
strip of land between the sea and residential
tower blocks.
Hong Kong has to make a place for itself between sea and mountains to construct its buildings. Everything is considered to reconcile growth and shortage
of land. When vertical densification, burying infrastructures under hills, taking
land back from the sea are not possible, programmatic acrobatics can be a solution. The construction of the Kennedy Town Swimming Pool did not escape this
tricky game. Kennedy Town, in the Western District of Hong Kong Island, was
the long-standing location of a swimming pool on a site subsequently chosen
for a new station for the Mass Transit Railway, the local underground system. To
compensate for the construction of this station, the local authorities and Mass
Transit Railway worked together on construction of a new neighbourhood swimming pool. The availability of land and railway tunnel construction necessitated
the facility being built in two phases. An open-air pool was completed first, in
2011, and was followed in 2017 by the completion of a large indoor pool and a
covered public square.
The design aspiration for the new swimming pool was for a spectacular architectural design on this waterfront site that also demarcates the entrance to Kennedy
Town. The Farrells architecture firm responded to this by designing a building with
a zinc envelope that makes it almost unavoidable. Which does not prevent the
facility from being a contextual building, drawing its form from the triangular geometry of the plot and inspired by the lively atmosphere of wet markets, old light
industries, shipping businesses and other metal structures intensively used along
the waterfront. The zinc walls rise up from the street to protect neighbouring
residential buildings from the noise of swimmers, and descend to open onto the
view over the harbour and the sea. The QUARTZ-ZINC® cladding was chosen for
its capacity to develop a patina and for its durability. It makes it possible to unify a
building constructed in two parts, with its ductility facilitating junctions between
the existing curved surfaces and those newly created. With the translucent roof
and window wall on all sides, the indoor pools enjoy an abundance of natural
light, an invitation to swimmers to come to this facility, which is exceedingly singular and very different from the surrounding towers that make its 28 metres in
height seem almost tiny.
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Photo copyrights and drawing: MARCEL LAM - farrells
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Rosmaninho + Azevedo - Arquitectos
Pedro Azevedo and Susana Rosmaninho
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winner
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Tua Valley interpretive centre, Portugal
Aspect: QUARTZ-ZINC® - 1,400 m2
Contractor: LAZINCO Revestimentos de zinco
e cobre
Technique: VMZINC® Corrugated panel

INDUSTRIAL

LANGUAGE
Following an apparently lightweight
renovation, a railway warehouse is equipped
with a zinc envelope in keeping with its new
purpose.
In 1880, the opening of the Douro railway line provided an alternative to waterway transport. Travellers, but more particularly Port wines and the products
necessary to produce them, benefitted from the two hundred kilometres of rail
tracks connecting the Spanish border and the city of Porto. Between 1988 and
1990, the last 28 kilometres of this railway and several sections of tributary lines
(including Tua), considered insufficiently lucrative, were closed. In 2008, operation of the Tua line ceased entirely. The construction of a dam on the Tua River,
approved the following year and requiring 16 kilometres of railway tracks to be
flooded, made any re-use of the service definitively impossible.
The creation of the Tua Valley Interpretive Centre (TVIC) was part of the compensation programme associated with the construction of the dam. Its purpose
is to allow visitors to get to know the history of the valley. The TVIC is housed in
two disused hangars of the Tua train station. The Rosmaninho + Azevedo architecture firm wanted to give each hangar a singular identity. The parts dedicated
to photography exhibitions and reception areas took up residence in one hangar,
which retained its timber envelope. Separated by train tracks, the second part
of the TVIC was more comprehensively renovated, in keeping with an ambitious
programme. The zinc cladding of the pavilion reconciles two almost antagonistic choices by the architects: sourcing of a material to blend with the industrial
character of this venue, while at the same time expressing a noble dimension in
line with the Douro's status as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. QUARTZ-ZINC®
corrugated panels were installed on the roof and facade, reinterpreting the timber hangars.
The building's floor area was extended in keeping with the limits dictated by the
circulation of trains, in order to house the entire programme. Elimination of the
side platforms enabled the construction of a thick wall integrating an air gap.
Positioned behind the zinc cladding, it produces natural ventilation, minimizing
the use of air conditioning equipment. This transversal extension creates more
space for the permanent exhibition areas housed in the second hangar. With a
substantial economy of means, the zinc skin demonstrates that it is possible to
change a building completely without disrupting it, to alter use without betraying
the identity of a place.
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“Expert work, creating discrepancy
yet recalling an original model”

juRy
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Heinz Richardson, Stéphane Corbel (VMZINC®), Hugo Berenguer, Bruce Kuwabara, Caroline Vanbiervliet, Paul Finch, Mats Jakobsson,
Frédéric Jung and Nicolas Merlo.

BELGIUM

Caroline Vanbiervliet

Architect.

Canada

Bruce Kuwabara

Architect. Chairman of the board of the Canadian Centre for
Architecture, Montréal.
Member of the Design review committee in the University of Toronto.

France

SPAIN
SWEDEN
UNITED
KINGDOM
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Nicolas Merlo

Architect.

Frédéric Jung

Architect.

Hugo Berenguer

Architect.

Mats Jakobsson

Architect. Teacher in the Luleå University of Technology.

Paul Finch

Director of the World Architecture Festival programmes.
Editor in Chief of the English Architectural Review
and Architects’ Journal.
President of the Archizinc Trophy Jury - 8th edition.

Heinz Richardson

Architect. Member of the Royal Society Of Arts and the Society
of British Interior Designers.
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